It could not be late!
"My wife has wanted (ed) to get rid of our 1987
carpet and replace it with tongue and groove
flooring to match our kitchen, foyer and dinette
area. I had been searching around for flooring for
a while and everywhere I looked the cost was too
high. Then I found Southern Yellow Pine to
research their cost for flooring and shipping cost.
Their web site showed the cost flooring to be in
my range but was still concerned about shipping
cost of 1000 sq. ft. of their 6" pine flooring from
the southern states to Wisconsin.
Jason was very easy to talk to and answered all my questions. The floor pricing was
perfect and the so was the shipping, only about $350. With this great new I decided to
move forward with my order. When I ordered I told Jason this was a special gift for
my wife on our 30th wedding anniversary. Would it be possible to get it delivered on
the day of our anniversary?
Jason was very helpful in getting everyone involved on the same page for this surprise
to happen on our anniversary date. Everyone was notified (the mill, trucking and
sales) that if they called and my wife answered to not let her know what was going on.
I was kept informed on every step along the way, so I knew the status of my delivery.
Everyone was wonderful to deal with and very helpful. It was the day of our
anniversary and the delivery showed up on time and my wife was very surprised. We
unloaded the 240 pieces of the 6" x 10' pine flooring into the house and the let the
fun begin. I laid the flooring myself over the next two of months moving from room
to room. We did our master bed room and walk-in closet, hall way, living room and
two bed rooms.
The flooring went down with no issues and the boards were perfect. Very little
sanding required and once stained and varnished the floors turned out great. Very
pleased and glad we worked with Jason and his team. Great place to by flooring from
at a great price." P Nushart 2017

